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Abstract
An attempt to get a non-trivial-mass structure of particles in a Randall-Sundrum
type of 5-dimensional spacetime with q-deformed extra dimension is discussed. In
this spacetime, the fth dimensional space has no boundary, but there arises an elastic
potential preventing free motion toward the fth direction. The q-deformation is, then,
introduced in such a way that the spacetime coordinates become non-commutative
between 4-dimensional components and the fth component. As a result of this q-
deformation, the propagators of particles embedded in this spacetime acquire naturally
an ultraviolet-cuto eect without spoiling the Lorentz covariance in the 4-dimensional
spacetime.
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x1. Introduction
Recently, the role of extra dimensions was actively discussed by many peoples from new
points of view. One attempt proposed by Randall-Sundrum is intended for solving a large
mass hierarchy from a 5-dimensional spacetime model 1). In such a model, the scale of extra
dimensions is specied by periodic boundary conditions or by some compactness conditions.
Although the physical reality of thickness of the extra space and its stability remain as
problems, this type of models show some advantages to the standard compactications such
as the Kaluza-Klein theory. New information from the structure of extra dimensions is
the non-commutative geometry. As was shown by Connes, a non-commutative geometry
associated with some types of discrete-extra dimensions leads to a geometric interpretation
of the standard model including Higgs elds 2). Furthermore, it is also found that the D-brane
models with a constant B-eld 3) leads to a non-commutability of 4-dimensional spacetime
coordinates. As for the latter case, the eld theories on such a spacetime have an interesting
property relating UV divergence to IR one 4); 5).
In this paper, we study a dierent type of non-commutability based on a q-deformed
quantization 6) of a 5-dimensional spacetime, which is similar to the Randall-Sundrum model.
In our model, the fth dimension is obtained as a hard elastic continuum without boundaries.
The particles embedded in this spacetime can move freely to the directions of 4-dimensional
spacetime, but the particles suer very strong repulsive forces against the motion to the
fth direction. After setting up the 5-dimensional spacetime, we further try to deform the
spacetime so that there causes mixing of phase spaces between 4-dimensional spacetime
and the extra space. In the resultant spacetime, the 4-dimensional coordinates remain as
commutative ones; it is interesting, however, that the elds embedded in this spacetime show
desirable UV behaviors.
In the next section, rst, we derive the ve-dimensional spacetime with an elastic fth
dimension out of the RS type of metric. Then, the introduction is made on the non-
commutative structure from the viewpoint of q-deformation.
In section 3, the property of a scalar eld embedded in such a 5-dimensional spacetime is
studied. There, the mass eigenvalue obtained by the oscillation mode in the fth dimension
is discussed in addition to the UV behaviors of a loop graph. Section 4 is devoted to a
summary of characteristics of the present model with the discussion on remaining problems.
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x2. A model of 5-dimensional spacetime
The basic metric structure of the 5-dimensional spacetime in our model is essentially the
same as the Randall-Sundrum type of spacetime except that the extra dimension has no
boundary. The line element in our model is given by
ds2 = gijdx
idxj = e−2()dxdx − d2 ; (;  = 0; 1; 2; 3; dx5 = d); (1)
where diag() = (+ − −−); namely, we consider a simple case such that the metric of
4-dimensional spacetime is the flat Minkouwski spacetime. The spacetime is static, and so,
non-vanishing components of the Christoel symbols become
Γ 5 = −0 ; Γ 5 = −0e−2: (2)
Using these expressions for Γ ijk, we can calculate the Ricci tensor and the scalar curvature,
respectively, in the following forms:
R = e
−2(−00 + 402); (3)
R55 = 4(
00 − 02); (4)
R = −800 + 2002: (5)






g(R + 2) (6)
as the action for the 5-dimensoinal spacetime, where the  is a cosmological constant in the
5-dimensional spacetime. We require S = 0 under the variations such that
g = −2g; g55 = 0: (7)
Then we have the vacuum equations R − 12g(R− 2) = 0, or
00 − 202 − 
3
= 0: (8)
It should be noticed that the function () can be determined only by Eq.(8), and the
condition g55 = 0 keeps the form invariance of the metric.
)





















. Then, the Lagrange equation for  coincides with Eq.(8).
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which is suitable for the later use. We x the additional constant in (9) requiring e−2() !





















The next step is to introduce the variable y dened by d = e−dy. Then, the met-
ric in (x; y) coordinates becomes manifestly conformal to one in 5-dimensional Minkowski
spacetime, and we get
gij = e
−2ij ; ( diag(ij) = (+−−−−) ) ; (11)
where ((y)) is a function of y through . The (y) can not be obtained in a simple
functional form of y except the case  ! 0. In the exceptional case, the  can be solved as
 = 
2
y2, and then, we have
e−2((y)) = 2(y) = 2y2: (12)
In order to see the role of the metric (12) in particle physics, let us consider a classical free





gij _xi _xj ; (13)
where the ‘dot’ denotes the derivative with respect to a time ordering parameter  . The











; ( _x2 = ij _x
i _xj); (14)
from which one can obtain the mass-shell equation
ijpipj −m2e−2 = p2 − fp2y + (m)2y2g = 0; (15)
with p2 = pp. The mass term of the particle in 4-dimensional spacetime is nothing but the
hamiltonian of a harmonic oscillator in the fth dimensional space. In the q-number theory,




Ψ = 0; (16)








(my − ipy): (17)
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In other words, the particles embedded in this spacetime acquire linear rising mass spectrum
with the ground-state mass
√
m=2 except the case m = 0. In the exceptional case, all
spectrum degenerate into a massless state. As will be discussed in the next section, the form
of Eq.(16) is not completely correct as a eld equation in the curved (x) spacetime, since
the problem of ordering between gyy and py has been disregarded.
Now, as the third step in the model construction, we require a q-deformation between x
and y in the mass-square term in Eq.(16). Usually, the q-deformation is dened by a modi-
ed commutation relation including a parameter q. Then the eigenvalues of the q-deformed
harmonic oscillator are modied from equally spaced ones. The way of q-deformation, how-
ever, is not unique; in what follows, we shall consider the case dened by the replacement











N = aya and [N ]q =
sinh[(N + γp2) log q]
sinh( log q)
: (19)




q − qayqaq = q−(N+γp
2); (20)
where ; γ and p2 are deformation parameters in this case. By including p2 in the deformation
parameters, the substitution (aq; a
y
q) for (a; a
y) causes the mixing between the 4-dimensional





[x; yq] = −i(γ log q)p 1p
2m
(
coth[(N + γp2) log q]ayq + h:c
)
(21)
providing γ 6= 0.




Ψ = 0: (22)
Although it is a logical jump to replace Eq.(16) with Eq.(22), the dynamical described by
the wave equation after the q-deformation has interesting properties. In particular, the
mass-square like term in Eq.(22) is a p2 dependent operator












Fig. 1. Mass eigenvalues appear at intersec-
tions of the straight line and curved lines
corresponding to N = 0; 1; 2;    with γ <
0.
Fig. 2. For γ > 0, only space-like solutions
M2 < 0 are allowed.
The mass eigenvalues are, thus, determined as solutions of self-consistent equation M2 =
M2(M2) for each eigenvalue of N . As shown in Fig.1, the solutions appear at the intersec-
tions of two graphs x and M2(x). Thus, the mass-square spectrum suers a modication
from a linear function of N to a non-linear one characterized by parameters  and γ.
We also note that in the modied eld equation (22), the term M2(p2) is a function of
(p2 + γ−1fa; ayg), which has the same structure as Eq.(16) by reading for −γ as m. In this
sense, one can say that the modied eld equation shows a fractal structure according to the
change of the scale of p2. Another interesting result of the deformation (18) with (19) is that
the propagator, the inverse of the modied eld equation, rapidly decreases according as p2
increases; by this reason, a good convergent property is guaranteed for some loop diagrams.
x3. Scalar eld embedded in the ve-dimensional spacetime
In this section, we shall study a scalar eld embedded in the ve-dimensional spacetime
(xi) = (x; y) characterised by the metric gij = e
−2ij ; (d = edy) with vanishing 5-
dimensional cosmological constant  = 0. In this case, the action of the scalar eld should















where  is a parameter adjusting the conformal invariance of free eld theory. Varying the















’ + V 0(’) = 0: (25)






the eld equation for ~’ becomes
[
@@










~’ + e−5V 0(e
3
2
 ~’) = 0: (27)
Since we are considering the case  = 0, the scalar curvature can be calculated to give
R = −2 = 4(y2)−2 with  = − log jyj in Eq.(12). The scalar curvature, then, adds a
potential term in y space other than e−2m2, which can be removed by choosing  = 3
16
.
After that, the free eld equation under V = 0 can be reduced to the Eq.(15); that is, the
mass-shell equation in flat 4-dimensional spacetime having a harmonic oscillator in y space
as its mass-square term.
Coming back to the case V 6= 0, let us carry out the scale transformation (26) in the




























The Eq.(27) can be derived directly varying the action (28) with respect to ~’. Hereafter, we
consider the non-singular case  = 3
16
with  = − log jyj. Then, the R term vanishes; and,

















after the integration by parts. It should be noted that the Heizenberg equation for ~’ is
regular at y = 0 provided V (’) is a polynomial up to quadratic degree of ’, even if the
potential may contains the singularity at y = 0. The last step building our model is to
deform the oscillator variables by equations (18) and (19) so that x and (aq; a
y
q) become


















Here, we have regarded the q-deformation as the mapping in the phase space (y; py) dened
by p2y ! mfaq; ayqg − (m)2y2; y ! y, so that the form of potential stays invariant under
this deformation.
To study eld theoretical properties of the system described by the action (30), let us










d5x(y) ~’4 : (31)
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Writhing the Klein-Gordon operator in fxig space as K = @@+(m)faq; ayqg, the Feynman









where ( K−1)12 = (K−1)1112. The indices 1; 2 designate two world coordinates fxi g; (i =
1; 2) and two internal quantum numbers dened by N jnii = nijnii; (i = 1; 2). Thus,
m2  −i
2
 K−1 is the rst-order-loop correction to the mass square operator (m)faq; ayqg,
to which one can verify




















where  is the signature of γ log q. Although the equality  is a result of rough estimation
in the region jp2j  jγ log qj, it should be remarked that the integral is convergent providing
γ log q 6= 0. This is due to the reason that the denominator of integrand rapidly increase
according as jp2j increases. In consideration of the pole property of K discussed in the
previous section, therefore, one can say that the above ~’4 type of interacting eld has good
convergent property for γ < 0 and  log q > 0; that is, the case of − signature.
x4. Summary and discussion
In this paper, we have discussed mainly two characteristic points of a 5-dimensional
spacetime model with q-deformed extra space. First, the spacetime dened by the metric
(1) with vanishing 5-dimensional cosmological constant allows a structure of the fth space
that adds a harmonic-oscillator type of mass-square term to particles embedded in this
spacetime. The fth space is static and boundary free; that is, the extra space is non-
compact. However, we do not need to worry about the existence of the fth space, since by
adjusting , it becomes very hard to move into the fth direction by arising strong attractive
from the origin y = 0.
Secondly, the oscillator variables coming from the fth dimension has been deformed
in such a way that @@
 is included to the set of q-deformation parameters. As a result
of this deformation, fxg and y become non-commutative, though fxg stays in a set of
commutative coordinates. It is interesting to compare this type of non-commutability to one
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in D-brane models with a constant B-eld background. In those models, the constant B-eld
brings on non-commutative 4-coordinates such as [x; x ] = i , where  is a constant
antisymmetric tensor. Then, the eld theories in that spacetime, non-commutative eld
theories, have dierent properties from the commutative eld theories in such a sense that
an eective cuto of one-loop nonplanar graphs replaces a UV divergence with an IR one
associated with external momenta, though the Lorentz covariance of the theory is broken by
 . The cuto property and the spoil of the Lorentz covariance may be complementary in
those eld theories.
On the other side, the non-commutability in the present model can save the Lorentz
covariance, and, further, some of one-loop graphs become convergent as it should be. We
also emphasize that as illustrated in gures 1 and 2, the free propagator K−1(p2) has simple
poles of p2 at mass-square eigenvalues m20; m
2
1;    such that
K(p2) ’ −(p2−m2n)
[





for p2 ’ m2n. In other words, all residues
of those poles have the same sign; and so, the present model is free from the problem of
multi-pole ghosts. This situation is fairly dierent from the usual non-local eld theories
that contain higher derivative terms in a form of meromorphic function 7).
The mass eigenvalues after the q-deformation are obtained by solving Eq.(23), where the
quantum numbers of those eigenvalues may be read as generation. In order to estimate the
scale of mass eigenvalues, let us consider the case such that the q-deformation parameter
 log q is a small quantity on the order of (< 0:1). Further, if we assume, for example, that
the mixing between fxg and y due to the parameter γ becomes eective at the mass scale
; that is, jγj2  1, then the ground state mass is numerically estimated at m20  m. The
result is, however, fairly dependent on the choice of those parameters; if we assume a larger
mixing parameter jγj, then the ratio m=m20 becomes several power of 10. Therefore, we can
not say precise solution to the hierarchy problem.
In spite of those characteristic features of the present model, there is no theoretical
background to introduce the q-deformation (18),(19) or (20). The geometrical approaches
to q-deformed phase space are known only for limited cases 8), and at the present stage, we do
not have a good explanation for Eq.(19) from such a geometrical point of view. Apart from
the present 5-dimensional model, however, the resultant Eq.(22) has an remarkable structure,
which may be applicable to some types of non-local eld theories, e.g. bi-local eld theories 9),
having a harmonic-oscillator type of mass-square term. Indeed, it was sometimes attempted
to relate the non-local structure of a eld to a geometric structure of its momentum space 10).
These are interesting subjects for a future study.
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Appendix A
Representation of a q-oscillator
We here study the representation of the q-oscillator variables satisfying
aqa
y
q − qayqaq = q−(N+)+ (A.1)
in terms of the ordinary oscillator variables dened by [a; ay] = 1. Here, ;  and  are










where N = aya and [N ]q is a function of N determined from now on. Then, remembering
Na = a(N − 1) and Nay = ay(N + 1), one can verify
aqa
y
q = [N ]q; a
y
qaq = [N + 1]q: (A.3)
Then Eq.(A.1) can be reduced to
[N + 1]q − q[N ]q = q−(N+)+: (A.4)
The recurrence equation (A.4) can be solved easily as follows:
[N ]q = q
−+ q
N − q−N
q − q− + q
(N+)[0]q; (A.5)




q − q− (A
.6)
; then, [N ]q has the simple form
[N ]q = q
 q
(N+) − q−(N+)
q − q− (A
.7)
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After this q-deformation, the hamiltonian of the oscillator 1
2
fa; ayg should be replaced with
1
2





















The q-deformation for the oscillator variables (a; ay) ! (aq; ayq) can also be formulated as
a result of q-deformation for phase space variables (y; py) ! (yq; pqy). Here, the q-deformed








where ! is a constant corresponding to m in the previous sections. One way to dene









(ayq − aq): (A.10)
Another way is to put p2y = mfaq; ayqg − (m)2y2; yq = y as in used section 3.
Appendix B
Laplacian in a D-dimensional conformally flat spacetime
We here show the relation between the Laplacian and the scalar curvature in a space-
time which is manifestly conformal to D-dimensional Minkowski spacetime; that is, that we
consider the spacetime with the metric
gij(x) = e
−2(x)ij ; (i; j = 0; 1;    ; D − 1; diag(ij) = (+−−   −)): (B.1)
The Christoel symbol can be easily calculated from gij as follows:
Γ ijk = −(@j)ik − (@k)ij + (@j)ik; (@j = jk@k): (B.2)
From this expression, one can obtain the scalar curvature by a little calculation in the
following form:
R = (D − 1)e2
[
2(@2)− (D − 2)(@i)(@i)
]
: (B.3)


















To remove the (@i)@
i term in the rightmost side, we remember that(











Substituting (B.5) for (B.4), we arrive at the expression
 = e2
[(





















4(D − 1)R: (B
.6)
In particular, for (xi) = (x; y) and  = (y) with D = 5, we have
R = −e2
[

















where the ‘dot ’denotes the derivative with respect to y.
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